
ArtSmart: Indiana Meeting Minutes 
2.12.18 

 
Team members: Lorie Amick, Susan Chavers, Kay Conner, Michael 
Crowthers (staff), Meg Ellis, Cheryl Rosenthal, Janet Stapleton, Jill 
Thompson, Kathy Trout, Kendall Smith (staff) 
*members in bold were present 
 
Excused: Kay Conner, Cheryl Rosenthal, Jill Thompson, Michael Crowthers 
 
1.  2019 ASI Exhibit: Lorie/brainstorm 
 Our next show will focus on works from the permanent collection. 
 
 Lorie noted that there will be 2 overlapping exhibition periods. The 
concurrent shows will be Jason Myers/ and the Zamora collection/Joe Barry 
Carroll both African American artists. 
 
 Susan assembled a list of works from the permanent collection that 
features mainly landscapes, and work by men.  Lorie will ask Michael to identify 
pieces that have not been shown in at least the last two year and also to add any 
landscapes by men that have been added recently.  We will review the edited list 
in March to determine a theme for the next show.  Possibilities include 
Landscapes, works by Men in our collection, and works relating to one of the ASI 
time periods. 
 
2. Focus Group wrap-up: Meg, and Susan 
 
Suggestions from participants: Team members will follow up on these as noted 
below: 
 

▪ Attend LSC’s “Ignite” e-learning conference (summer): Janet 
▪ Add ability to search for images/lessons by standards: wait 

for new standards/Lorie 
▪ Add Painting of Tecumseh and Harrison (wait to add any 

images until we have updated the website) Susan will follow 
up on copyright questions related to adding images only to 
the website 

▪ find out if games require JAVA: Lorie 
▪ IXL (explore linking ASI to standards): Kathy 
▪ Add more contemporary Hoosiers (portraits?) Wait until the 

website is updates and/or consider featuring existing 
portraits on our website 

▪  
Website issues: 

o Search box needs work (many things don’t show up by keyword; for 
example New Harmony only brings up 1 Bodmer, 0 Leseuer) Lorie 
will explore printing a list of current keywords.  The team will 



divide the images and update key words.  Team members will also 
look at existing content and make sure it is accurate. 

o MLK “more info” has question marks instead of apostrophes: Lorie 
o Difficulties creating an image gallery (several dead ends) go = dead 

end, added one image, then didn’t go back to “add an image”: Meg 
will try to replicate the problem and contact Rob. 

o  
Praise: 

▪ Liked use of primary resources 
▪ Engaging 

 
When the new website is launched we will ask the AMGL to feature it on their 
social media channels. 
 
3. McAllister Grant (due April 1): Meg will contact Rob for a revised quote based 
on our intended revisions.  Upon comparing the updated quote with our current 
resources we will decide on the amount to request from the McAllister 
Foundation. We would like to keep a cushion on hand. 
 
4. Pozzatti exhibition working title: Pozzatti: People, Places, and Prints 
  
Themes: Italy, Animals, Portraits, Land, and Miniatures  
 
 Flip Book: Lorie demonstrated the flip book on her ipad and described 
how the book will be included in the exhibition.  We will include at least one more 
ipad; potentially with the Apollo game set up near a similar print. 

 
 
 
 

Next Meeting: March 12 at 10:30 
 


